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Abstract— We aim at developing autonomous miniature hov-
ering flying robots capable of navigating in unstructured GPS-
denied environments. A major challenge is the miniaturiza-
tion of the embedded sensors and processors allowing such
platforms to fly autonomously. In this paper, we propose a
novel ego-motion estimation algorithm for hovering robots
equipped with inertial and optic-flow sensors that runs in real-
time on a microcontroller. Unlike many vision-based methods,
this algorithm does not rely on feature tracking, structure
estimation, additional distance sensors or assumptions about
the environment. Key to this method is the introduction of
the translational optic-flow direction constraint (TOFDC), which
does not use the optic-flow scale, but only its direction to
correct for inertial sensor drift during changes of direction.
This solution requires comparatively much simpler electronics
and sensors and works in environments of any geometries.
We demonstrate the implementation of this algorithm on a
miniature 46g quadrotor for closed-loop position control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Using robots instead of risking human lives for exploration
missions in dangerous environments has great safety and
efficiency benefits. Flying robots have many advantages as
they provide an elevated view-point and can navigate above
rubble more efficiently than ground-based robots. However,
most flying platforms are unstable by design and need
to be controlled in closed-loop in order to achieve useful
tasks, such as remaining in a stable position in the air or
following trajectories. In order to solve this challenge in
GPS-denied environments, embedded sensors have to be used
for position or velocity estimation, which is called ego-
motion estimation. Payload being limited on flying platforms,
it is of great interest to miniaturize the hardware required for
ego-motion estimation so as to reduce the size of autonomous
Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAV).
Because of their versatility and relatively low weight,
monocular vision sensors are often used for ego-motion
estimation. Monocular vision sensors are affected by the
scale ambiguity, in other words the inability to distinguish
the scale of a translation [1]. Visual information is usually
converted to metric measurements thanks to the so-called
’scale factor’, which is often identified thanks to additional
sensors. One of the most successful solution is inertial SLAM
(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6]. In this case, the scale factor is eventually obtained thanks
to accelerometers and is observable if linear accelerations are
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Fig. 1. A 46g quadrotor capable of autonomous flight thanks to inertial
sensors and five 0.8g optic-flow sensors, each providing a 2D optic-flow
measurement, and arranged in order to cover a wide field-of-view (dashed
lines are the viewing directions).
present [7]. These methods allow for absolute positioning and
even reconstruct the 3D structure of the environment in the
process.
SLAM algorithms require relatively high processing power
and memory, which may result in fairly bulky setups. A
simpler approach consists of fusing inertial data directly with
the epipolar constraint [8], [9], [10], [11]. Applying directly
this constraint bypasses the need for structure re-construction
and thus reduces significantly the amount of processing and
memory required [9], while it can still take advantage of
error corrections from features tracked multiple frames apart
[8], [10]. However, the scale of the motion is not provided
by epipolar constraint updates, and the relative scale is not
conserved, which provokes generally large estimation errors
as mentioned in [9]. An interesting approach in [11] suggests
to estimate the average depth of the tracked features, so that
the camera can be used as a metric sensor.
However, methods based on feature tracking remain rel-
atively complex because they require cameras with good
enough resolution and sufficient computing power for the
feature extraction and matching algorithms [12]. On the other
hand, comparatively very simple methods and sensors exist
for optic-flow extraction. Optic-flow is the apparent motion
of the scene at discrete points in the field-of-view, and can
typically be obtained from the variation of pixel intensity
over time [13], [14]. Optic-flow sensors work at low resolu-
tion and thus exist in very small and cheap packages [15],
[16]. Also, optic-flow can be extracted from a scene that does
not present recognizable features, such as blurry textures or
repetitive patterns, or even in the dark [15]. Optic-flow has
been used on MAVs in the past for bio-inspired obstacle
avoidance [17], [18], or speed regulation [19], [20].
Optic-flow has two main drawbacks compared to feature
tracking when it comes to ego-motion estimation: a) Optic-
flow information is only related to motion and generated by
unidentified visual cues, which prevents it to be used for
absolute localization like feature tracking-based algorithms.
Ego-motion obtained from optic-flow is thus very likely to
present position drift (error accumulation over time), because
it is obtained by integrating velocity estimates. b) The scale
factor affecting optic-flow measurements changes at each
step because the visual cues generating optic-flow are always
different. On the other hand, feature tracking typically allows
to retain a constant relative scale between all measurements.
It is thus comparatively harder to convert optic-flow infor-
mation into a metric value. For these reasons, optic-flow
is generally considered not suitable for visual odometry
applications [1].
It is however possible to estimate the direction of motion
from optic-flow measurements [21] and even a velocity that
is scaled inversely proportionally to the average depth of
the environment, which is used in [20] to control a MAV
hovering at a fixed point. However it is unclear how this
strategy can handle maneuvers provoking the depth to change
constantly. Inertial sensors are used in [22] and [23] to obtain
the scale of optic-flow measurements, but the methods only
work over flat surfaces. A successful method that allows to
solve the scale ambiguity problem is to couple optic-flow
sensors with distance sensors, which continuously provide
the absolute scale. For example in [24] or [25], an ultrasonic
distance sensor is used together with a camera pointing
downwards, which results in a very good velocity estimation
and thus low position drift. However, such a solution adds
bulkiness to the system and only works below the limited
range of the distance sensor.
It can be seen from the prior art that most solutions use
vision as a metric sensor for ego-motion measurement, which
requires to determine the scale of the visual information. Fea-
ture tracking keeps the scale factor constant, which facilitates
its estimation because it has to be obtained once and for all
[6] (possibly with small adjustments over time). On the other
hand, optic-flow offers better potential for miniaturization,
but is hard to convert into metric information, especially in
unstructured environments where no simplifying assumptions
can be made.
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for ego-motion
estimation based on optic-flow and inertial sensors where
it is not attempted to convert optic-flow information into a
metric measurement. We then demonstrate its viability and
miniaturization potential by using it for closed-loop control
of a miniature hovering robot. Section II describes an EKF
implementation of the algorithm, section III presents a 46g
quadrotor equipped with 5 optic-flow sensors and able of
running the algorithm in real time on a microcontroller.
Finally, section IV describes briefly the results obtained
during autonomous flights in different environments.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual 2D drawing illustrating how the velocity of a moving
robot can be observed by using a translational optic-flow direction constraint
(TOFDC) to aid inertial navigation. An optic-flow sensor pointing towards
the Z direction provides a 2D measurement vector (of unknown scale)
defining a direction constraint on the velocity vector. The uncertainty on
the velocity estimation is illustrated with a grey shading in 3 different
situations. A large area represents a high uncertainty and a small area a
good accuracy. In situation a), only inertial navigation is performed, in b) a
direction constraint is applied and in c) changes of direction are executed,
which allows to keep the uncertainty bounded. Note that the robot is always
shown in the same orientation, but this principle applies regardless of the
rotations experienced by the robot.
II. APPROACH FOR OPTIC-FLOW AND INERTIAL SENSOR
FUSION
Assuming a moving robot equipped with inertial sensors
(gyroscopes and accelerometers) and multiple optic-flow
sensors, the goal is to estimate the robot’s velocity thanks
to sensor fusion. We define the body frame as the frame
moving with the robot, and assume the inertial sensors and
vantage points of the optic-flow sensors to be positioned at
its origin.
We suggest to use the optic-flow sensors to aid an inertial
navigation process, which is the temporal integration of
the linear accelerations. Instead of using the scale of the
translation-induced optic-flow, which depends on the gener-
ally unknown distance to the visual cues, we suggest to use
only its direction, which is not environment-dependent and
can thus be used with higher confidence. Similarly to the
epipolar constraint, the translation-induced optic-flow direc-
tion defines a constraint on the velocity vector, which we call
the TOFDC (translational optic-flow direction constraint),
and that we use to correct for inertial navigation velocity
drift. Contrarily to the epipolar constraint, the TOFDC is
not based on the features observed by a camera, but only on
the instantaneous motion of the scene, and also never uses
measurements made multiple frames apart.
The metric scale of the motion is solely provided by
inertial navigation, which provides a fairly accurate velocity
estimate in the short term. However this estimate drifts
significantly over time if no correction is applied [26]. The
TOFDC constrains one degree of freedom of the velocity
estimate to a half-plane. If more than one optic-flow sensors
are used, up to two degrees of freedom of the velocity
estimate can be constrained along a vector as mentioned in
[21], keeping only one degree of freedom unobserved and
subject to drift. The key is that the unobserved degree of
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Fig. 3. Block diagram showing the proposed algorithm for fusion of inertial sensors and multiple optic-flow sensors.
freedom is along the direction of motion, and thus it changes
if the direction of motion changes. Therefore the drift along
all directions can be mitigated and all components of the
velocity estimate can be observed if the sensors undergo
sufficient changes in direction of motion. Note that this
applies independently of the rotation experienced by the
sensors.
Fig. 2 illustrates in 2D how the velocity is observable in
TOFDC-aided inertial navigation. First, situation a) shows
a growing uncertainty when only inertial navigation is per-
formed, which is due to the drift in velocity estimation
of any non-aided inertial navigation system [26]. Then, a
direction constraint is applied in situation b), which reduces
the uncertainty except along the direction of motion. Once
changes of direction are executed in c), the drift accumulated
along the previous direction can be corrected by the direction
constraint. Finally, the uncertainty on the velocity estimate
remains bounded as long as changes of direction are per-
formed. This observability condition is more demanding than
in the case of inertial SLAM, where linear accelerations (e.g.
along a straight line) are sufficient to provide observability
[7] and where this condition does not have to be fulfilled
continuously.
This approach is particularly suited to hovering robots,
which naturally change direction frequently and can even
be actively steered in order to improve their ego-motion
estimate, along the principles of embodied cognition.
A. Algorithm implementation
In order to practically implement this idea, we suggest to
use an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [27] to aid an inertial
navigation process with optic-flow sensors, each providing a
TOFDC. The state vector x comprises 6 elements, the veloc-
ity in body coordinates v = (vx,vy,vz) and accelerometer
biases b = (bx,by,bz) :
x =
[
v
b
]
(1)
The prediction step of the EKF estimates a velocity by
integrating linear accelerations, which are obtained after
gravity and the centrifugal acceleration are removed from the
accelerometer measurements. The TOFDC is then applied
in sequential Kalman updates for each optic-flow sensor,
which allows to correct for velocity drift and to estimate
accelerometer biases. The estimation of b allows to com-
pensate for accelerometer biases due to calibration errors or
temperature changes, as well as for other errors affecting the
velocity integration indirectly, such as orientation estimation
errors. A position estimate is obtained by odometry at a later
stage, using the output of the EKF. Fig. 3 describes each
component of the ego-motion estimation algorithm. Note that
if not explicitly mentioned otherwise, vectors are expressed
in body frame.
1) Inertial navigation: In the prediction step of the EKF,
we use inertial navigation to obtain an initial velocity es-
timate by means of linear accelerations integration. Linear
accelerations u in body frame can be obtained by removing
the gravity g and the centrifugal accelerations from the
measured accelerations a thanks to the following equation
[26]:
u = a−R−1 ·
 00
−g
− ω × v (2)
where R is the rotation matrix describing the attitude of
the robot, ω is the angular velocity and v is the velocity
estimate in the body frame. The attitude of the robot R
is estimated thanks to a standard quaternion-based filter
that also estimates gyroscope biases and thus provides a
calibrated angular rate value ωcalib.
The EKF prediction (denoted with˜) is thus the following:
x˜k = xk−1 +
[
(u + b) ·∆t
03x1
]
(3)
P˜k = ΦkPk−1ΦTk + Qk (4)
where ∆t is the integration period, P˜k the covariance
matrix, Φk is the state transition matrix and Qk is the
prediction noise matrix that allows to tune how much weight
is given to the prediction and how fast the biases adapt.
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Fig. 4. The direction of the translational optic-flow vector pt depends on
the velocity v and the unit vector d, pointing toward the viewing direction
of the sensor. The translational optic-flow direction constraint (TOFDC)
is expressed in the image plane I , and states that the projection vI of
the velocity vector v onto the image plane I has to be collinear to the
translational optic-flow vector pt and of opposite direction.
2) Optic-flow correction: Assuming a projection of the
scene on a unit sphere centered at the vantage point, each
optic-flow measurement can be expressed as a 3D vector
tangent to the unit sphere and perpendicular to the viewing
direction [28]:
p = − ω × d︸ ︷︷ ︸
pr
−v − (v · d)d
D︸ ︷︷ ︸
pt
(5)
where d is a unit vector describing the viewing direction,
ω the angular speed vector, v the translational velocity
vector and D the distance to the object seen by the sensor.
The measured optic-flow p can be expressed in two parts,
namely the rotation-induced or ’rotational’ optic-flow pr and
tranlsation-induced or ’translational’ optic-flow pt.
Only the translational optic-flow pt is useful for velocity
estimation, and the rotational optic-flow pr is considered
here as a disturbance that is removed from the measurement
p thanks to a process called de-rotation [29]. We use a
method that we proposed in [30] able to automatically
calibrate the viewing direction of optic-flow sensors and
execute the de-rotation thanks to rate gyroscopes. In theory,
rotations should thus not affect the outcome of the algorithm,
but in practice the de-rotation procedure may introduce noise,
especially if the amplitude of rotational optic-flow is much
larger than translational optic-flow.
To express the translational optic-flow direction constraint,
we define a sensor frame (Xs, Ys, Zs) whose Zs axis is
aligned with the viewing direction and whose Xs and Ys axes
define the image plane of the optic-flow sensor, as shown in
Fig. 4. We can thus express the following vectors:
pt,s =
pt,xpt,y
0
 , ds =
00
1
 and vs = Rsvr =
vs,xvs,y
vs,z
 (6)
Where vs is the velocity vector expressed in the sensor
frame and Rs is the rotation matrix that describes the
orientation of the sensor with respect to the body frame.
The translational optic-flow can be rewritten as:pt,xpt,y
0
 = − 1
D
vs,xvs,y
0
 (7)
which is a relation between 2D vectors:
vI = −D · pt,I (8)
where pt,I = [pt,x , pt,y ] is the 2D translational optic-flow
measurement and
vI =
[
vs,x
vs,y
]
=
[
rs,11 rs,12 rs,13
rs,21 rs,22 rs,23
]
v (9)
is the projection of the velocity on the image plane. rs,ij are
the elements of the first two rows of the rotation matrix Rs,
which are obtained thanks to an initial calibration process,
for instance as described in [30].
Equation (8) highlights the difficulty to convert optic-
flow to a metric velocity measurement, because the distance
D is apriori unknown and changes constantly in cluttered
environments. However equation (8) states that, regardless
of D, the projection vI of the velocity vector v onto the
image plane I has to be collinear to the translational optic-
flow vector pt,I and of opposite direction. This constraint is
what we call the translational optic-flow direction constraint
(TOFDC), which can be expressed by using normalized
vectors :
pˆt,I = −vˆI (10)
where pˆt,I and vˆI are unit vectors:
pˆt,I =
pt,I
||pt,I || and vˆI =
vI
||vI || (11)
Considering the following Kalman update equations:
Kk = P˜kHTk(HkP˜kH
T
k + Rk)
−1 (12)
xk = x˜k + Kk(zk − h[x˜k]) (13)
Pk = (I −KkHk)P˜k (14)
we suggest to use the following measurement sequentially
for each optic-flow sensor:
zk = pˆt,I (15)
and the following non-linear measurement model:
h[x˜k] = −vˆI (16)
The corresponding jacobian matrix is obtained from Hk =
∂h[x]
∂x . The 2 × 2 measurement noise matrix is set to Rk =
diag(σ2of ) where σof describes the noise on the optic-flow
measurement and can typically be varied in function of some
known quality indicators (such as amount of rotations, or
optic-flow norm).
3) Odometry: As a last step, the velocity obtained in body
frame v needs to be converted in earth frame and integrated
over time to obtain a position estimate r:
rk = rk−1 + R−1 · v ·∆t (17)
TABLE I
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE QUADROTOR SHOWN IN FIG. 1
Weight
custom control board 6g
receiver 1.5 g
sensor board 7.7 g
motors and propellers 4x 3.7g
battery 7 g
mechanical parts 9 g
Total 46 g
Fig. 5. Disassembled custom 0.8g optic-flow sensor, comprising a bare
ADNS-9500 chip which is bonded to a custom printed circuit board (left).
A lens holder (middle) is glued on top of the PCB and hosts a CAX100
lens with 10mm focal length (right).
III. QUADROTOR
The small quadrotor shown in Fig. 1 was developed in
order to test the viability of the approach presented in section
II for autonomous closed-loop control. The platform is made
of carbon fiber and 3D-printed parts and comprises four DC
brushed motors powered by a 260mAh 1-cell LiPo battery.
A custom control board integrates a STM32 microcontroller,
a ST LIS3DH 3-axis accelerometer and a ST L3G4200 3-
axis rate gyro. The biases and factors of the accelerometers
are calibrated thanks to the technique described in [31] and
stored in memory. A sensor board comprising five 0.8g optic-
flow sensors is connected to the control board. The viewing
direction of the sensors is chosen so as to cover a wide
field-of-view, which is generally preferred for optic-flow
based ego-motion estimation [21] and increases robustness
in environments with irregular visual conditions or dynamic
objects. A piece of foam isolates the sensors from the
vibrations exerted on the main frame by the motors. The
weight distribution of the robot is presented in Table I.
The optic-flow sensors are comprised of Avago ADNS-
9500 optical mouse chips, whose bare dies were bonded
to a custom printed circuit board in order to obtain a
compact design (Fig. 5). These circuits are generally used in
high performance computer mice and include the optic-flow
extraction process on the chip. The image sensor is 30x30
pixel wide and is sampled at up to 11,750 fps. The sensors
are fitted with a custom lens holder comprising a CAX100
aspheric lens with a 10mm focal length providing a 10◦
field-of-view. The chip communicates with the control board
through SPI and does not provide any pixel value or image,
but only the result of the optic-flow extraction performed on
the chip, in the form of a 2D optic-flow vector.
The optic-flow sensors are sampled at 25Hz, the inertial
sensors are sampled at 500Hz and the STM32 runs both
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Fig. 6. Average position drift over time obtained by comparing the
position estimate to the ground-truth for 3 different flights. The quadrotor
is controlled in closed-loop using the onboard ego-motion estimation and
is programmed to perform different types of motion. All flights are about 4
minutes long, and the average drift was computed from multiple 2 minutes
windows starting every seconds (the grey shading represents the standard
deviation). The average drift obtained during the same flights is shown for
comparison when only the IMU without correction is used (drift reaches
2m in 5s in average). Note that the data is not obtained with the quadrotor
shown in Fig. 1, but a larger one comprising 8 sensors.
the attitude estimation filter and the velocity estimation EKF
at 100Hz. Three low-level PID controllers stabilize the roll,
pitch and yaw angles of the robot at 500Hz, while three
high-level PIDs control the lateral position and altitude of
the robot at 100Hz using the velocity and position estimates
obtained by the ego-motion algorithm. The high-level control
can be switched off or overridden by remote control inputs
at all time.
IV. RESULTS
A proof-of-concept experiment is performed where the
onboard ego-motion estimation is used to control in closed-
loop the miniature quadrotor presented in section III. In
order to ensure a proper observability of the ego-motion (as
described in section II), changes of direction are provoked by
controlling a motion comprising vertical 0.5Hz oscillations
around a fixed position. The accompanying video1 shows two
different flights carried out in unstructured environments in
order to show the performance of the method even when
the depths to the obstacles seen by the five optic-flow
sensors vary constantly. The first flight is performed outdoors
near vegetation (1 minute), and the other one indoors in
a cluttered office (1.5 minutes). While the quadrotor is
not keeping a constant position because of the artificially
provoked oscillations, the overall position drift of the quadro-
tor remains relatively small, even for the altitude which is
often controlled thanks to a height sensor in conventional
approaches. Nonetheless, the position of the quadrotor had
to be adjusted twice during the indoor experiment when the
drift was bringing it close to obstacles.
1https://documents.epfl.ch/groups/l/li/lis-unit/
www/Research/egomotion_46g_quadrotor.mp4
Further experiments will focus on characterizing the per-
formance of the method for multiple motion types thanks
to a ground truth. For this, a similar but bigger quadrotor
equipped with motion capture beacons and 8 optic-flow
sensors was built. Preliminary results show that the position
drift is of 50cm in average after 2 minutes of flight when
0.5Hz vertical oscillations are controlled (figure 6). On the
other hand, the position drift is higher for other motion types,
such as stationary flight or 0.5Hz oscillations along a vertical
circle.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a novel method for ego-motion esti-
mation and its implementation on a miniature quadrotor. By
using the translational optic-flow direction only, this method
works in environments of any geometry without relying on
depth estimation and without converting visual information
into a metric measurement.
While the proposed method does not reach the accuracy
of techniques based on feature tracking, it shows sufficient
precision for closed-loop control of MAVs. The advantage
of our approach is that it can be implemented on simple
microcontrollers and requires very light-weight sensors, and
can thus be embedded on smaller flying platforms whose
size, agility and robustness are beneficial when exploring
tight spaces.
Future work will focus on reactive obstacle avoidance,
which can be achieved by using the amplitude of the
translational optic-flow. The implementation of RANSAC
for outlier rejection will be explored in order to better
handle moving objects. Finally, future miniaturization may
enable an implementation on even smaller flying robots,
such as micromechanical flying insects, whose biological
counterparts coincidentally also tend to never fly straight.
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